
Effects, Pedal Chains & Rigs 
Discovering new sounds and effects is one of the most fun ways to find new inspiration and motivation that will help 
you keep pushing your playing to the next level. For most people, the effects world is a huge sea of confusion, so 
they avoid it, but don’t do that! Trust me it’s worth it to learn the basics. Part of this confusion is the fact that there is 
no right or wrong way to add effects to your rig. However, there are some general rules that you can follow to make 
sure the pedals you add to your rig sound the best and don’t interfere with one another.  I’m going to list my 
recommendations for the “must have” effects with a ( * ), and also show you the order I personally use when I play 
live. In addition, I’ll give you a few other options you can try. 


Guitar > Tone Producing Pedals > Tone Modifying Pedals > Ambience Creation Pedals > Vol > Looper > Amp 


*Compression Pedal* (Tone Producing) (Whammy, Wah Wah, Pitch Shifters, Octave pedals can go first also) 
• Compression pedals level out the overall dynamics of your playing & add sustain + warmth to your notes. They 

make loud hits quieter and soft hits louder. Because they don’t really noticeably affect your sound (in a blatantly 
obvious way as other pedals), most players overlook these as an option for their pedal boards.


*Distortion & Overdrive Pedals* (Tone Modifying) 
• Both of these pedals add extra gain to your signal, allowing for you to get a variety of distortions ranging from a 

light crunch to a heavy punch.


Boost Pedal (Tone Modifying) 
• A boost pedal simply increases your normal guitar signal without adding any foreign effect to the sound.  


Modulation Effects (Tone Modifying) (Chorus, Tremolo, Phaser, Flanger, etc.)

• These effects all provide a sense of motion, dimension and depth to your sound. All are fun to use, but aren’t 

often used consistently throughout a full song. Usually a modulation effect will be used for short sections of 
songs, like intros, solos etc.


*Delay Pedal* (Ambience Creation) 
• Oddly named, the delay pedal actually repeats anything you play any number of times, determined by the user. 

You can have it repeat 1x, 2x, 3x or forever depending on the sophistication of your pedal. 


*Reverb Pedal* (Ambience Creation) 
• Ever yell into a hall and hear your voice bounce off the walls? That’s what your reverb pedal does to your guitar, 

providing a “wet” echoing sound that slowly decays. Having a pedal that does this allows you to exaggerate this 
effect as much as you want.


EQ Pedal (Tone Producing Anywhere Pedal) 
• Used to tweak & filter your tone, allowing you to adjust the lows, mids, highs etc. this can be placed anywhere in 

the chain. If you want to tweak overall tone, place it at the end. If you want to tweak guitar only, place it in the 
front. 


*Volume Pedal* 
• Controls the overall volume of all effects if placed last in your signal chain.  

• Controls the overall volume, but allows trails & repeats to occur if placed before the Delay & Reverb pedals.

• Controls the gain level of your guitar before entering the effect chain if placed at the front of your signal chain. 

This means if you have a distortion pedal after your volume pedal, you can rock back the pedal and clean up the 
amount of gain with your foot.  


Looper Pedal 
• Allows you to record what you are playing and then it will continuously play back the recording, allowing you to 

either play on top of it or to layer another part on top of what you recorded previously.


***Disclaimer! Pedal order is debatable and you are free to arrange them in any order you feel sounds best to your 
ear. These recommendations are based off of tons of research and experimentation I’ve spent myself to get the 
sound I want. I think, in most part that you will like the recommendations I’ve given, but please experiment yourself! 


General Pedal Order



Build Your Dream Pedalboard  
As you continue your journey and discover new effects and sounds, make sure you keep track of the ones 
that interest you. The effect pedal world is a never-ending sea of options, and if you don’t track them, you’ll 
forget the ones you liked the most. Pedals are great gifts to get for Holidays, Birthdays, Graduations or any 
occasion. Having a list with the prices and exact pedals you want will make getting the right ones much 
easier. (This is how I built my board over about 2 years or so). Because most pedals can cost anywhere 
from $40-$300, it can take quite a while to get everything you want, they add up quickly. Building your 
pedalboard is another part of the hobby and you just need to chip away one at a time until you’ve reached 
your goal. 


Remember to check the “must have” pedals I listed on the previous page. Getting those first will make the 
most drastic change to your overall sound and inspire you pretty much immediately. 


This website http://www.pedalplayground.com/ is a great resource for choosing a pedalboard and creating 
a layout for all the pedals you want. This is important, because you want to make sure you buy a pedal 
board that is big enough to fit everything you want on it. The pedalboard I am using is the “Pedaltrain 
Classic 2” and it fits about 12-16 regular sized pedals on it. Mine only has  Remember that some pedals are 
bigger than other ones (like volume pedals) so you want to make sure you account for them BEFORE you 
buy your pedalboard, or you’ll be stuck with something that is either way too small or way too big. 
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In this example, I am using my volume pedal directly before the Delay & Reverb. Doing this allows me 
to perform volume swells and mute my sound while leaving trails before the volume is just cut off. 

You can also use the volume pedal at the end of the signal chain after the Delay & Reverb to act as a 
“Master Volume” controller and if I rock it all the way back, it will cut out all of the sound entering my 
amplifier. Placing the volume pedal towards the end of rig allows you to get the same exact tone at 
high or low volumes.  

Alternatively, the volume pedal could be placed directly before the overdrive & distortion. Doing so 
would then let the pedal control the gain level of the distortions (how heavy it will sound). *The reason 
I don’t personally use this option is because using the volume knob on my guitar yields the same 
result, and allows me to get more use out of my volume pedal. It takes some practice, but using your 
guitar’s volume knob for gain control is an awesome way to learn how to get more sounds from your 
guitar.  

The Looper is Last! Notice that I placed the looper at the end of the signal chain,  right before the 
amp. This is important to note, and the reason I did this is because you want the looper to record the 
full sound after all the effects are applied. If I put the looper first in the chain, it would record my dry 
guitar signal, then the dry signal would have to run through the effect pedals in order to get colored. 
This becomes an issue because if you want to record a 2nd line on top of the 1st one, you can’t select 
different sounds for each loop. Ex. Loop 1 has clean guitar & Loop 2 has distorted lead. 
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Effects Chain Option 2 
Using Your Amp’s Effect Loop (Send/Return)
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If your amplifier has an “effects loop” on the back of it, there will be 2 inputs labeled “Send” & 
“Return”. This allows you to freely use your amp’s clean or distorted channel selector and provides 
a cleaner tone from your pedals. It’s easier to simply plug right into the front of your amp, but if you 
want to try out the effects loop and see if it makes a noticeable difference, you’ll want to only put in 
modulation effects or ambiance creation effects through the loop as shown in the diagram. The 
remaining pedals (Distortion, Compression, Wah Wah etc will plug right into the main input on the 
amp.)


**If you want to use the effects loop on your amp, you’re going to need 2 additional lengthy cables. 
Using the loop sounds better, but needing 4 long cables can be a downside as it clutters the floor. 
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